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INTRODUCTION
Ever since I was young, I’ve preferred being outdoors, be it playing soccer in the parks outside my house, to swimming
in the ocean, skiing in the mountains or bushwalking through various National Parks. However, it wasn’t until a 5 day
backpacking family Christmas trip to Wilson’s Prom, on the southernmost tip of Australia that I really fell in love with
long-distance trekking. Its that feeling of a completely free mind, which, for at least a few days can be disconnected
from the modern world and whose only worries are a) where you will sleep that night and b) what you will eat that day.
Since then, I have jumped at every chance I could get to have that feeling again, and UCL ETC’s travel grant gave me
the opportunity to challenge myself more than I had done before.
The idea to backpack the Tour du Mont Blanc really began with a Google search of the top 10 recommended hikes in
Europe. As an international student from Australia, the choice to explore Europe rather than travel further afield from
London was an easy one, and Mont Blanc, sandwiched in between France, Switzerland and Italy, stood out from my
computer screen as the perfect destination to experience both the spirit and spectacle of the European Alps. In addition,
the TMB seemed a relatively safe trail to try out camping alone for the first time in my life, as there were numerous refuges and people around should anything go wrong.
As it turned out, my father had already booked a flight to London for the summer, and when he found out about my trip
last minute, he became very keen to accompany me. Despite my reminders that the trip was meant to be taken alone, he
insisted he would come regardless for his own personal leisure. There is no doubt that his presence was supportive during the trek, even if just to have an extra set of hands setting up the tent, or someone to share your thoughts of exhaustion with, so I would like to apologise if this has breached any of the criteria of the travel grant. However, I would like to
enforce that all planning of the trip was done independently, I carried all the camping gear which I would have if I had
been by myself, and my Dad always took a back seat when I attempted to use my French to communicate with locals or
ask them for directions.
Overall the trek was far more tiring and challenging than I had anticipated, in no small part due to our heavy backpacks
and the trail’s apparent refusal to include many flat sections and instead force you to either climb up or go down a steep
hill. Prior to departure I had been fairly confident that we could go faster and further each day than the guidebook had
recommended, but by the third night we had barely managed to keep in time with the book. Working within a tight deadline of 11 days, at the end of which I had booked our flights out of Geneva, Switzerland, there was a moment where we
thought we might not manage to finish the circuit. The initial idea had been to take the high route whenever possible,
and apart from one day where we took the lower valley route to Champex, Switzerland, in order to catch up on some lost
time, I am proud to say we continued to push ourselves and gained strength for the rest of the trip to finish in 8.5 days!

PREPARATION
PLANNING THE ROUTE
For planning the route each day, I used Cicerone’s guidebook of the Tour du Mont Blanc,
a helpful tool which had elevation profiles, estimated walking times, simple maps, contact details of various refuges and general descriptions of the trail. However, since the
guidebook is clearly geared to travellers with a much lighter backpack than ours who
were staying in refuges, I turned to blogs online to research ideas for camping sites,
places to buy gas upon arrival, water availability and ideas on other necessary equipment
we might need. I decided to walk the route in a clockwise direction, which went against
the grain of most walkers on the trail, but meant that we would not be camping near the
same people each night, and, apart from certain times where we would cross paths with
waves of people, were mostly alone on the trail which I personally find preferable.

FITNESS
Normally the only regular exercise I do is with the UCLU women’s football club, training once a week and playing matches twice a week. However, this all stops by the Easter holidays, so I had high hopes for sticking to a new
fitness routine leading up to the start of the trek. I began running between 4-8km, two or three times a week, just
before the end of my final exams. It wasn’t much, but it had been a while since I had persisted at running as a
form of exercise and it took me a while to get back into the rhythm. About one month in to my new routine, I flew
to Toronto for my sister’s graduation from U of T, which was soon followed by a few weeks road tripping around
the states. While this was an infinite amount of fun, unfortunately for my fitness it put me back to square one. Or
possibly minus one!
Although the time difference between Toronto and London is only about 6 hours, jetlag hit me like a train on the
journey back, and so by the time we left my London apartment for Gatwick Airport at 3:25am , I’d had about 10
hours sleep in total over the 3 days since being back. Suffice to say, I was not in the best condition to begin the
trek, but I’ve always believed hiking is more about mental determination than physical capability, and I was certainly feeling 100% confident and optimistic that we would complete the circuit!

THE BACKPACK
The contents of my pack allowed me to be completely self-sufficient; A two-man tent, sleeping bag and mat, maps
and guidebook, clothes, food for at least 5– 6 days (my Dad carried his own food), cooking equipment, toiletries,
first aid, 2L of water, a head torch and other miscellaneous items. On the very first day, this amounted to approximately 18kg of weight on my back – a depressingly heavy burden which thankfully lightened as we ate the food to
about 14-15kg by the last day.
We didn’t bring any UV water steriliser or tablets as the previous time I had been to the French Alps I had noticed
drinkable water readily available outside most refuges. However, the TMB proved to be rather different and while
some refuges had potable water taps outside, others only sold bottled water. Switzerland was exceptional in that
there were taps spouting out freshwater constantly every so often along the trail! However, I would bring some form
of water steriliser on my next trip.

Travel Log
Day 1; Monday 13/7;
6:30am London to Geneva flight.
11am AlpyBus transfer from Geneva airport to Les Houches. Stocked up on supplies and bought gas at Carrefour.
1:45pm TMB begins! Going clockwise from Les Houches meant we started the trek by going up a seemingly neverending track up to Refuge Bellachat on the first day, an ascent of approximately 1200m!
Needless to say, the mixture of jetlag arriving back from a trip to North America two days ago, the weight of an 18kg
pack, lack of thorough fitness preparation and the steep incline in itself proved to be a sobering start to the trek.
30 minutes in, I was already completely exhausted.
5:45pm Finally arrived at Refuge Bellachat! Set up free camp just behind the refuge, but were not allowed to use any of
their facilities. They didn't have a tap with potable water and so we were forced to buy a 1.5L bottle of water for 5 euros!
Dinner of rice, fish, pancetta and olives - such a good end to the day!
9pm 1st night's sleep!

Day 2; Tuesday 14/7;
6:45am wake up
7:50am Break camp. Uphill climb to Le Brevent across rocky terrain. The sun was already out and burning brightly at
this time, casting the landscape in a magical hazy glow.
9am Arrived at Le Brevent. Relaxed on the restaurant terrace.
10am Descended from Le Brevent, down to Plan Praz where we watched the paragliders and had our picnic lunch on
top of a ski lift. This last section was about 45 minutes of very steep terrain, a shocking amount of time especially when
compared to the 5 minutes suggested by the Cicerone guidebook!
3pm Arrived at La Flegere after a very long trek down and back up from the valley on the other side. The last 200m or
so involved hiking up an incredibly steep gravel road which forced me to realise just how much I had underestimated the
challenge of the TMB.
5:15pm Arrived at Lac Blanc (2352m) after another steep ascent from La Flegere. Set up camp about 100m past the refuge on a bluff overlooking the lakes and refuge.
There were plenty of chamoix about at this height, and one baby one came right up close to our tent during dinner in the
hopes of getting some food too! Felt quite sick from sunstroke after being in the sun all afternoon.
9:45pm We are exhausted. Sleep!

Day 3; Wednesday 15/7;
6:20am wake up
7:45am Used the sinks in Lac Blanc Refuge to do some dish washing. Depart Lac Blanc.
10:15am Arrived at Tre-le-champ after a continuous morning of downhill walking and some near-vertical ladder sections in the cliff face.
10:30am Left for Aiguillete des Posettes. Consistent uphill which seemed neverending. We finally reached the top, exhausted and out of water!
1:35pm To our relief we found Restaurant Alpage de Balme and took a much needed break there. Caved in and refused
our own lunch for the restaurant’s homemade gnocci and salad.
3pm Left Restaurant Alpage de Balme
3:50pm Crossed the Franco-Swiss border and arrived at Refuge Col de Balme!
4:10pm Descended towards Le Peuty. Very steep, very rocky, very hot! Cooling off at 2 cascades running down the
mountainside provided a short respite from the heat.
6:05pm Arrived at Le Peuty. Had a nice campsite but decided to bypass Trient and head straight for Col de la Forclaz.
Another uphill climb!
7pm Arrived at Col de la Forclaz. Very nice campsite near the hotel for 22 euros for 2 people. Such a nice feeling to
have a shower and wash clothes!
10:15pm sleep.

Day 4; Thursday 16/7;
6:40am wake up
8:15am Left Col de la Forclaz on another continuous uphill climb.
10:15am Arrived at Alpage de Bovine. Had our picnic lunch.
11am Left Bovine for Champex.
2pm Arrived at Champex after a long but relatively easy walk. Had a burger at Le Cabana as the grocery store was
closed. Was so excited to eat a burger I didn’t realise it cost me 26 euros!!
3:30pm Decided to push for La Fouly in order to make up some time lost on the Lac Blanc detour the previous day. Incline was only slight but it was a long afternoon of walking until the sun began to set.
8pm Finally arrived at La Fouly and set up free camp.
10pm sleep.

Day 5; Friday 17/7;
6:45am wake up. Had a big breakfast of rice and tinned mackerel to make up for missing dinner the previous night.
8am The grocery store in La Fouly opened. Bought some eggs, yoghurt and fruit.
8:15am Set off for La Peule. We were soaked in sweat by the time we finished the uphill climb which lacked any
shade.
11am Left La Peule uphill once again toward the Grand Col Ferret which also doubles as the Swiss-Italian border.
The weather was slightly overcast which thankfully provided some respite from the heat. Met Stee, a Danish man and
his wife, Karolina, who teased me about my decision to backpack the TMB. We bonded over stories of treks around
the world and our mutual love for Australia.
12:45pm Finally arrived at Grand Col Ferret (2537m) which opened up an amazing view of Val Ferret in Italy. The
col was surrounded by spectacular snow-capped mountains and glaciers. You could see the entire length of the Italian
section of the TMB and the col at the far end which would take lead us back to France in a few days time! Rang ahead
to Rifugio Bonatti to book 2 half-dorms (dorm bed, dinner, shower, breakfast) for the night. Italy does not allow
camping under 2500m in this region. While we were admiring the view, I got one of the worst nosebleeds I have had
in my life. It lasted for at least an hour and caused some delays on the descent down to Rifugio Elena.
2:45pm Left Rifugio Elena and continued the descent down to Chalet Val Ferret. From here it was a short steep uphill
once more before traversing across grassy plains and cascades. It was a pleasant walk with the Grandes Jorasses in
sight opposite us on the other side of the valley the whole journey.
5:20pm Arrived at Rifugio Bonatti, excited about sleeping on a bed and having a proper 3 course meal dinner!
7:30pm Dinner began with a salad and lentil soup, followed by mash potato and gravy, beef stew, lentils and finishing with fruit salad. It was a beautiful experience after our recent meals! During dinner it began to storm outside
which, considering we had still been walking the previous day, made us very grateful we were inside!
Staying in the refuge also allowed us to charge our phones, wash our clothes and have a shower.
11pm sleep.

Day 6; Saturday 18/7;
6:50am wake up. Breakfast of toast, yoghurt, cereal, jam, juice, tea, biscuits, canned fruits. A relaxing start to the day!
8:10am Left Rifugio Bonatti. Quite an easy initial traverse across the north flank of Mont de la Saxe, through sections of
trees and brush, with the Grandes Jorasses still in sight across the valley. From Rifugio Bertone it was a steep downhill
towards Courmayeur in the valley.
12:50pm Arrive at Courmayeur. I had decided that this could be a rest day for us, so we took our time exploring and ate
a delicious lunch of Matriciana pasta and Four Corners Pizza. However, as a major hub for skiing in winter, the quaint
and welcoming town turned out to be fairly pricey and we decided instead to continue on the TMB after we had experienced the famous Skyway. The Skyway cable car from Courmayeur is an inspiring engineering accomplishment which
terminates at Punta Helbronner, a station 3500m up, wedged in between Mont Blanc's eternal snow peaks. The cars
themselves rotate to provide 360° views the whole journey, and the stations had a futuristic design with huge windows
and light pillars supporting the building. The Skyway is really spectacular, especially when one is out on the terrace
thinking over the logistics of building a cable car station between the ridges of the glaciers of Mont Blanc!
5pm Eventually we peeled ourselves away from the Skyway and headed up a road which would eventually meet back
up with the TMB at Maison Vieille.
6:50pm Feeling quite tired, we walked into Rifugio Monte Bianco which is just off the official TMB path and were
lucky enough to get a 4 person dorm room all to ourselves. Coincidentally, we saw our Danish and French friends again
in the same refuge and discovered that there were many people on the trail who had booked through the same travel
agency and followed the same itinerary, which was a slight variant on the official TMB route.
8pm Dinner began with lasagne as a starter, followed by peas and beef stew, and finished with fruit salad. Another great
refuge experience!
11pm sleep. An excellent night's sleep!

Day 7; Sunday 19/7;
6:45am wake up. Breakfast of bread and wide variety of jams, plus hot chocolate.
8am Walked up a steep ski piste slope towards Mont Favre spur at 2430m, where we relaxed facing the south face of
Mont Blanc and its many glaciers across Val Veni. Felt fit and much stronger compared to the start of the trip!
10:30am Descended down to the milky blue waters of Lac Combal which lay in a spectacular location in Val Veni.
While the path was not particularly steep, it was here when my right thigh began to seize up and I found it very difficult
to fully extend my leg or put too much weight on it. This proved to be quite a painful injury over the last few days on
any steep ascents or descents.
1pm After a rest at Lac Combal we walked easily until the end of the valley, where we began the climb up to Rifugio
Elisabetta. Some distance away from the path there was a large patch of snow which had been hollowed out by the
stream running down under it. We couldn't resist exploring the snow cave and so clambered down the rocky face to take
some photos and touch the cold snow! My thigh was not doing so well, and so at Rifugio Elisabetta we took another
short break and filled up our water bottles from the tap before continuing through the pastures behind the refuge. The
path toward Col de la Seigne, which marks the Italian-Franco border, is initially undemanding, but then steepens dramatically past La Casermertta, a solitary stone building which serves as a museum and information centre. We passed
many patches of snow in the final section to Col de la Seigne at 2516m.
4:15pm Arrived at Col de la Seigne to a beautiful but slightly cloudy view over the Vallee des Glaciers, and an even
more amazing view back the way we came of the dramatic rocky peaks of the southwest face of Mont Blanc. Entered
France once more!
5:45pm At a huge rocky bluff overlooking the Refuge des Mottets, we set up the tent about 1.5 metres away from the
edge which was both exciting and terrifying. There were also lots of marmot burrows in the grass around our tent and so
we watched the cute animals as they occasionally popped their heads out and communicated with each other. The sky
was looking a bit grey, and considering it had rained heavily the past two nights, we quickly ate dinner of two minute
noodles before hiding in the tent.
8:15pm Attempted to sleep. It began to rain at some point very heavily which made a huge racket inside the tent and
caused some worry about whether the outersheet would keep the rain out. As a tent that had previously only been used
during summers in Australia, we had never tested its waterproof capabilities before. Luckily it coped very well with the
heavy rain and wind!

Day 8; Monday 20/7;
6:40am wake up.
8am Decided to take the TMB high-route variante up to Col des Fours rather than remain in the valley to Les Chapieux,
and so from Ville des Glaciers began to climb once again in a zig zag fashion along a goat track. The path levelled out
briefly as it crossed a beautiful waterfall which had carved deep contours into the marble face, but then steepened even
more dramatically up a shale slope, with patches of residue snow still persisting into the middle of summer.
11am Arrived at last at Col des Fours, the highest point of the TMB at 2685m. After a relaxing break, it was a short
walk down to Refuge de la Croix du Bonhomme where we had some lunch of omelette and soup.
1pm From the refuge, you could clearly see many people on a path cutting along the ridge of multiple peaks heading
southwest, and so by default, without even checking the map, I anticipated that that was the TMB route which we would
also take.
Thus, after lunch, we headed straight for the path which lead us along an exciting and slightly scary path about 1.5m
wide on top of the mountain ridge, with a steep drop on either side. I was having so much fun, it didn't even occur to me
that we had gone the wrong way until we next saw a waymarker after coming down from the peak, pointing us in completely the opposite direction to the TMB. Turned out this was in fact the path for the Tour du Beaufortain which intersected the TMB at Col de la Croix! Disappointed and tired, we refused to backtrack the way we came and instead descended back down into the valley to La Sausse before climbing a depressingly long way back up the mountain face to
regain approximately 500m in height to return to Col du Bonhomme. Ultimately this was a tiring 3 hour diversion, but
we were fortunate enough to have had good weather and consistently great views the whole way.
4pm Eventually we returned to the TMB path, and with renewed energy descended quickly down to Camping le Pontet
about 30 minutes from Les Contamines and paid 15.10 euros to pitch tent in their grounds.
8pm Heated up our dehydrated chicken and mushroom pasta for dinner.
9:30pm sleep.

Day 9; Tuesday 21/7;
7am wake up. Last day on the TMB! Walked into Les Contamines, where we bought a breakfast of almond croissant
and quiches as a celebratory breakfast, and stocked up on lunch foods. Explored the outdoor street market for a while
before heading up to La Frasse in order to take the variant TMB high-route back to Les Houches.
11am A very late start from La Frasse! The way just went up consistently along a dirt road before cutting in through the
woods and opening up to Auberge du Truc, surrounded by meadows and the glistening glaciers of Mont Blanc in the
distance.
12:10pm A steep descent down to Refuge de Miage where we ate our delicious picnic lunch and looked in horror at the
climb in front of us, an ascent of 600m which zig-zagged all the way up with no protection from the sun to Col de Tricot. My leg had seized up worse than ever on the way down from Auberge du Truc, and so lacking a proper bandage, I
did my best to compress it using my spare bandana which was not very effective.
1:30pm When we could procrastinate no longer, we set off and soon got into out own paces. The climb itself was not as
challenging as it looked, but the real struggle was the heat which seemed to emanate from the mountain side and surround us. However, we made good time and arrived at Col de Tricot (2120m) in 1.5 hours!
3:10pm After a short rest, we descended steeply down a grassy slope with views constantly opening up of Glacier de
Bionnassay on Mont Blanc, and then entered a wooded section. This was cut through by a glacial torrent which was
crossed via a sturdy suspension bridge and from there the path climbed once more. This was an isolated and tiring walk
which traversed the mountainside and up a moraine crest, descending back down to the bar at Col de Voza where it was
a relief to have a strawberry Cornetto ice-cream!
5:45pm Left Col de Voza on the very last leg of the TMB! This section followed the ski trail all the way down to Les
Houches. Not the most exciting finish, especially as my leg was burning with pain on the steep descent, and I kept imagining how much more fun it would be if it were winter and I could just ski down!
7:25pm Arrived in Les Houches, ecstatic that we had successfully backpacked and completed the Tour du Mont Blanc!
Checked into Bellevue Camping and set up the tent before walking into town to La Piccolina for celebratory pizza. It
was delicious!
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